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Abstract—Code review is an essential component of software
development, playing a vital role in ensuring a comprehensive
check of code changes. However, the continuous influx of pull
requests and the limited pool of available reviewer candidates
pose a significant challenge to the review process, making the task
of assigning suitable reviewers to each review request increasingly
difficult. To tackle this issue, we present MIRRec, a novel code re-
viewer recommendation method that leverages a hypergraph with
multiplex relationships. MIRRec encodes high-order correlations
that go beyond traditional pairwise connections using degree-free
hyperedges among pull requests and developers. This way, it can
capture high-order implicit connectivity and identify potential
reviewers. To validate the effectiveness of MIRRec, we conducted
experiments using a dataset comprising 48,374 pull requests from
ten popular open-source software projects hosted on GitHub. The
experiment results demonstrate that MIRRec, especially without
PR-Review Commenters relationship, outperforms existing state-
of-the-art code reviewer recommendation methods in terms of
ACC and MRR, highlighting its significance in improving the
code review process.

Index Terms—open source software, code reviewer recommen-
dation, hypergraph, multiplex relationships.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Code Review (MCR) [1] refers to examining source
code systematically to identify and correct overlooked mis-
takes. This practice is indispensable in the pursuit of enhancing
software quality. MCR is typically carried out before code
integration and release, varying in granularity from individual
lines of code to entire software modules. During this process,
one or more reviewers assess the code for errors, adherence to
coding standards, test coverage, and more. The proliferation of
the pull-request (PR) mechanism has reshaped the landscape
of massive open-source projects, establishing PR as a critical
tool for the implementation of MCR. The shift has made MCR
more collaborative and continuous [2]. Developers now have
the ability to create a PR and request reviewers who possess
the expertise and relevant past review experience to inspect the
uploaded code changes. This PR-centric review mechanism
helps improve code quality, ensure code standards, promote
team collaboration, and accelerate the development process.

Despite its advantages, the PR-centric review mechanism
can also be challenging. It requires developers to dedicate
time and effort that could be otherwise spent writing new
code. In some cases, reviewers invited to review the code may
decline due to factors like unfamiliarity with the content or
lack of time. This presents a human-related issue in matching

PRs to appropriate reviewers, which can be labor-intensive
and time-consuming [3]. Consequently, the task of identifying
suitable reviewers, while recognized as crucial within the OSS
community, remains a significant challenge.

Limited reviewer capacity. Reviews on PRs enable col-
laborators to comment on, approve, or request further modi-
fications to the proposed changes before merging. However,
this workflow, while effective, increases the workload for
reviewers. The rapid growth of PRs, especially in large and
popular projects, coupled with the need for collaboration
among several reviewers for PRs that affect multiple modules,
poses a significant challenge for timely responses. For in-
stance, Tencent, one of the largest Chinese Internet companies,
receives over 100K code changes per month in proprietary
projects [4]. Moreover, reviewer teams often find themselves
significantly outnumbered by the sheer volume of incoming
PRs. A case in point is React, a popular open-source project on
GitHub, which has received over 12K PRs since its inception
in March 2023, with fewer than 1K developers participating
in the review process. Yang et al. [2] also reported that
within three years, 437 reviewers contributed more than 66K
reviews to the LibreOffice project. These examples highlight
the challenges faced by reviewer teams in managing and
responding to PRs efficiently.

High review latency. Previous studies [3] [5] [6] [7] have
shown that effective reviews require knowledgeable or familiar
reviewers for the submitted changes. Inappropriate reviewers
can hinder the review process, delay PR merges, and slow
down development. Rigby and Bird [8] observed that 50%
of reviews take nearly 30 days. Similarly, Tsay et al. [9]
found that a number of code changes remain pending for up
to two months before being merged. Additionally, reviewers
occasionally decline review requests [10] , further exacerbating
review delays. Another study indicated that 16%-66% of
the patches have at least one invited reviewer who did not
respond to the review invitation [3]. The decision of whether
a reviewer accepts a PR review invitation depends on vari-
ous factors, including their available time, existing workload,
review experience, code authoring experience, and more [3].
Hence, recommending appropriate reviewers for incoming PRs
is considered a practical and collaborative way to expedite
meaningful merges and facilitate the OSS evolution.

In response to these issues, researchers have conducted
numerous studies. Appropriate reviewers who are more fa-
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miliar with the code changes may spend less time reviewing
them [11] [12] [13] [14]. However, Thongtanunam et al. [12]
found that about 4%-30% of reviews encounter code-reviewer
assignment problems, and larger projects face greater diffi-
culties in finding suitable code reviewers. Existing reviewer
recommendation approaches focused on modeling the devel-
oper’s expertise or interactions with tasks based on historical
information [4] [15] [16] [17]. However, these methods heavily
rely on historical data to model a developer’s expertise and task
interactions. If the historical data is insufficient or inaccurate,
it may negatively impact the quality of recommendations.
Different developers may also possess distinct expertise and
patterns of task interactions. If a model cannot effectively
capture these individual differences, it may affect the accuracy
of the recommendations.

Furthermore, recommendation models based on relation
graphs or networks [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] proposed to
alleviate the sparse explicit interactions by considering var-
ious explicit and implicit relationships. Specifically, Yu et
al. [18] constructed a social relation network among PR,
creators, and reviewers, while Rong et al. [22] developed
a hypergraph reviewer recommender based on three types
of relations. Although these studies have made important
contributions to reviewer recommendation, there is one notable
limitation that much of the current research primarily treats
interactions equally, without considering the varying roles that
developers play. Actually, developers may transition between
these roles across different PRs. For instance, developer d1
might act as a reviewer for PR3, while being a committer for
PR2, as depicted in Figure 1. These multifaceted roles and
behaviors of developers, which can represent their abilities in
various development tasks, are often overlooked in existing
code reviewer recommendation methods. Another limitation
is that these existing recommendation approaches based on
relation networks often combine traditional methods, such as
Collaborative Filtering and Graph Neural Networks, to extract
features from a bipartite graph. However, given the inherent
challenges in comprehending developer expertise, relevance,
and the sparsity of explicit developer-task interactions, these
approaches are struggling to comprehensively capture these
relations and thus encounter difficulties in achieving high
performance.
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Fig. 1. Multiplex interactions of developers in PR-based review process

To this end, this work aims to automate the recommendation
of potentially qualified reviewers for PRs. To address the
issues aforementioned, we apply the hypergraph to model the
multivariate interactions among developers and PRs, enabling
us to recommend appropriate reviewers for PRs. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we conducted
several experiments on ten OSS projects and compared it with

the state-of-the-art methods. The main contributions of this
paper include:
(1) We propose MIRRec, a hypergraph method accom-

plished by considering the PR similarity and the Multiplex
Interaction Relationships among developers and PRs within
the various roles that developers play, to Recommend potential
reviewers for PRs.
(2) We validate the effectiveness of MIRRec on ten open-

source projects, and the results indicate that MIRRec outper-
forms the state-of-the-art approaches.
(3) Investigating the influence of interactions on MIRRec

reveals that the type and overlap of interaction data can
influence reviewer recommendation performance, providing
valuable insight for the development of further models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
delves into the details of our method. Section III outlines the
experiment design of evaluation. Section IV scrutinizes the
outcomes of our evaluation. Section V highlights the potential
threats to validity. In Section VI, we discuss prior research and
key distinctions in our approach. Finally, Section VII reports
conclusions and puts forward future research.

II. APPROACH

A. Approach overview

As depicted in Figure 2, our proposed MIRRec comprises
two key steps: multiplex-relationship hypergraph construction
and ranking-based reviewer recommendation. We begin by
identifying PRs and developers as graph nodes, creating hy-
peredges among them and assigning different weights based
on their interaction history and task similarity to establish
the multiplex-relationship hypergraph. Next, we update the
existing hypergraph with incoming PR data and employ a
hypergraph-based learning strategy to calculate ranking scores
efficiently for ranking and recommending suitable reviewers
for the new PR.

B. Multiplex-relationship Hypergraph Construction

Developers mainly participate in the pull and review pro-
cesses of PRs through create, commit, comment, and review,
while playing different roles as creator, committer, commenter,
and reviewer [23]. Consequently, we build the following
six hyperedges, inspired by these behaviors associated with
the different roles developers assume, as well as task (PRs)
similarity, and assign the weights respectively.

PR-Creator hyperedge: We establish a hyperedge between
each PR and its creator. Each PR is created by a single
developer, who is also one of the committers for the PR and is
familiar with the files and code modifications involved in the
PR. The creation behavior implies the developer’s preference
and the scope of development tasks in the current time point
more accurately. Therefore, we determine the weight of each
PR based on the time elapsed since its creation relative to
the start of the dataset. More recent creations receive higher
weights. The weight is calculated as:

W (pi, uj) =
ti−ts
te−ts

, (1)
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Fig. 2. Overview of approach

where ts and te represent the start time and end time of the
dataset, while ti is the creation time of PR pi by creator uj .

PR-Committers hyperedge: A PR typically includes sev-
eral commits, which may be made by different developers.
These committers are very likely to participate in the review
of the relevant file and codes of the PR as they are more
familiar with this PR. Therefore, we establish a hyperedge
connecting the PR with its associated committers. We calculate
the weight of the hyperedge considering the modified code
lines, the commit creation time, and the number of commits
[24], as formulated in the following equation:

W (pi, u)ct =
∑Nct

(pi,u)

m=1

∑Nct
(pi,um)

n=1 αn−1 × |tctmn−ts|
te−ts

× 1
1+e0.01×lcode

, (2)

where N ct
(pi,u)

is the total count of committers for pi. N ct
(pi,um)

is the commit count by committer um to pi. tctmnand lcode
are the n-th commit time and the modification code lines of
um. α ∈ [0, 1] is an experience attenuation coefficient used to
adjust the influence of committers with multiple commits on
the hyperedge.

PR-Reviewers hyperedge: PRs often undergo several
rounds of revisions and code reviews before being merged.
This is likely accomplished through the cooperation of differ-
ent reviewers. These review interactions are essential for re-
viewer recommendation tasks. Here, we build a PR-Reviewers
hyperedge between the PR and its associated reviewers. The
weight of a PR-Reviewer edge is set as follows:

W (pi, u)r =
∑Nr

(pi,u)

m=1

∑Nr
(pi,um)

n=1 αn−1 × e
trmn−ts
te−ts

−1, (3)

where Nr
(pi,u)

is the reviewers number of pi. Nr
(pi,um) denotes

the review times conducted by um for pi. trmn is the start time
of n-th review by um on pi.

PR-Issue Commenters hyperedge and PR-Review Com-
menters hyperedge: PR is a kind of issue with code or
file modifications. Developers use comments to suggest im-
provements, ask questions, or provide feedback on these
changes in the pull and review processes. These comments
help improve code quality and facilitate collaboration and
communication among project members. Additionally, some
of these commenters may transition into code reviewers. There
are two types of comments on PRs: comments directly on the

PR, which can also be considered as issue comments, and
comments specifically on code or file modifications within the
PR review, which serve as review comments. Therefore, we
establish these two hyperedges through connections between
the PR and its respective commenters. We use the creation time
and the number of comments as the basis for measuring the
interest of developers, and define the formulas for calculating
the hyperedge weights of PR-Issue Commenters and PR-
Review Commenters. as follows:

W (pi, u)ic =
∑Nic

(pi,u)

m=1

∑Nic
(pi,um)

n=1 αn−1 × e
ticmn−ts
te−ts

−1, (4)

where W (pi, u)ic represents the weight of PR-Issue Com-
menters hyperedge. N ic

(pi,u)
is the count of commenters of pi.

N ic
(pi,um) is the number of comments by um on pi. tmn is

the comment time of n-th comment by um on pi. Similarly,
the weight of PR-Issue Commenters hyperedge W (pi, u)rc is
calculated in the same way.

It is important to note that our hypotheses for (2), (3), and
(4) are as follows: (1) Interactions (commits, reviews, and
comments) that developers engage in across multiple PRs hold
greater significance compared to interactions within a single
PR. (2) Recent interactions carry more weight than older ones.
To distinguish the variations in interactions between multiple
PRs and those within a single PR, we introduce an empirical
decay factor α to control their influence. Additionally, we
incorporate the time-sensitive factor (the partition similar as
(1)) to prioritize recent interactions [18] [22].

PR-PR hyperedge: Developers are likely to review PRs
that are similar to previously reviewed PRs, as they possess
the necessary expertise. Here, we create PR-PR hyperedges
connecting similar PRs, with the weight determined by the
similarity of their modified file path sets [12], which is:
W (pi, pj) = (5)0 Fi = 0|Fj = 0∑

fm∈Fi

∑
fn∈Fj

SimFilePath(fm,fn)
|Fi||Fj | × e−

|ti−tj |
te−ts Fi ≥ 0|Fj ≥ 0,

SimFilePath(fm, fn) =
LCP(fm, fn)

max(len(fm), len(fn))
, (6)

where Fi and Fj represent the modified file path set of pi and
pj respectively. ti and tj are the creation time of pi and pj .



SimFilePath(fm, fn) is the distance between file fm and fn.
LCP(fm, fn) denotes the longest common prefix function.

As the similarity between PRs is affected by the modified
file path set and creation time, the similarity between most
PRs in the dataset is low. Thus, we select Top-K similar PRs
for each PR to build a PR-PR hyperedge (cf. following for
details) and preferentially consider the latest PRs.

C. Ranking-based Reviewer Recommendation

We carry out the review recommendation as a ranking task
on the constructed hypergraph. The key is to find an optimal
ranking vector f∗ ∈ RV to rank the matching scores between
reviewers and PRs. The details are elaborated as follows.

1) Hypergraph learning: For the hypergraph we con-
structed G = ⟨V,E,W ⟩, which includes a vertex set V , a
hyperedge set E, and each hyperedge is assigned a weight by
W . The key of ranking is to minimize the object function as
below:

ψ(f) = φ(f) +Remp(f), (7)
where ψ(f) is a regularization on hypergraph, Remp(f) de-
notes the supervised empirical loss. φ(f) is defined as:

φ(f) = fT (I −D−1/2
v HWD−1

e HTD−1/2
v )f

= fT (I −A)f

= fTLf (8)
where H represents the incidence matrix between V and E,
Dv and De denote the vertex degree matrix and hyperedge
degree matrix respectively, and A is the adjacency matrix of
G.

To recommend reviewers for a newly incoming PR pi, the
ranking loss function is represented as:

Remp(f) = λ||f − ypi
||2, (9)

λ is the positive parameter to weigh the supervised empirical
loss. Then the object function (f) can be deducted to:

ψ(f) = fTLf + λ||f − ypi
||2 (10)

The optimal f∗ can be deducted and transformed into:
f∗ = (I − µA)−1ypi

, (11)
where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the hyperparameter and µ = 1/(1 + λ).

2) Ranking strategy: Having ranked on the hypergraph,
we can recommend the Top-K reviewers as the candidates.
We define the ranking score by considering the relevance of
reviewer candidates in different roles excluding creators to the
PR:

Scoreui = af∗[ri] + bf∗[cti] + cf∗[rci] + df∗[ici], (12)
where f∗[ri],f∗[cti],f∗[rci],f∗[ici] represent the relation
scores as reviewers, committers, review commenters and issue
commenters of ui respectively. If a developer has had no
interaction with a PR in a specific role mentioned above, the
corresponding relation score is set to 0. The variables a, b, c,
and d are the weights assigned to each relation. The Top-K
code reviewers are then recommended based on the ranking
scores of the code reviewer candidates.

III. EVALUATION

This study aims to propose a relationship-aware and
hypergraph-based approach for code reviewer recommendation

and assess the impact of the relationship-based hypergraph
strategy on recommendation performance. To this end, three
research questions (RQs) are defined to evaluate MIRRec.

RQ1: Which hyperparameter settings can enhance the
performance of MIRRec?

Rationale: Identifying optimal hyperparameter settings
helps improve the performance of MIRRec. With this RQ, we
want to use efficient methods to determine these settings within
limited computational resources and investigate the model’s
behavior influenced by the hyperparameters.

RQ2: Does MIRRec surpass state-of-the-art reviewer
recommendation methods in terms of performance?

Rationale: Different from other state-of-the-art methods,
MIRRec incorporates multiplex relationships and hypergraph
learning. With this RQ, we aim to evaluate the effectiveness
of this strategy.

RQ3: How do different types of interaction relationships
affect the recommendation performance of MIRRec?

Rationale: As found by Ruangwan et al. in [3], different re-
lationships may have varying impacts on reviewer recommen-
dation. Therefore, this RQ aims to understand the impact of
interaction relationships on the recommendation performance.

RQ1 aims to identify hyperparameter settings that can
enhance MIRRec’s performance. RQ2 aims to validate the
effectiveness of the optimal hyperparameter settings found
in RQ1 by comparing them with baseline methods. RQ3
further explores how different types of relationships influence
MIRRec’s performance, thus providing additional support for
the results in RQ2 using the optimal settings obtained in RQ1.

A. Data Preparation

We focus on popular and active OSS projects, as they tend to
have frequent code updates and a wealth of PR and developer
data. For this purpose, we selected OSS projects from GitHub
for dataset based on the following criteria: (1) projects created
before Oct 1st, 2017 with last commit posted after Aug 1st,
2022, indicating a sufficiently long lifespan and continuous
updates; (2) projects with more than 10K stars and 3K forks,
indicating high popularity; and (3) projects with over 3K PRs
and 8K review histories, ensuring sufficient data for analysis.

Considering factors like programming language popularity,
star and fork rankings, and the quantity of PR-review inter-
action histories, we selected a final set of ten OSS projects
spanning six programming languages. To avoid PRs with early
data imbalance (a small number of PRs in the early stages of
project creation) and recent data instability (some PRs not yet
closed), we used data from June 1st, 2018, to Nov 30th, 2021,
for this study.

B. Data Preprocessing

We performed several preprocessing steps on the source data
to construct the dataset, following these steps:

• Unifying developer identities. Developers have four
identity attributes: ‘ID’, ‘Login’, ‘Name’, and ‘Email’. ‘ID’,
‘Login’, and ‘Email’ serve as unique identifiers for developers.
However, the ‘Email’ attribute may be empty, and the ‘Name’



attribute may be updated or duplicated. Additionally, different
developer roles may have incomplete identity attributes. For
instance, committers only have ‘Name’ and ‘Email’ attributes.
These variations make it challenging to accurately map the
same developers who play different roles and exhibit different
interaction behaviors based solely on their identity attributes.
To address this issue, we employed the following steps for
unique identifier mapping:

(1) For ‘Name’ attributes containing ‘and’, ‘&’, ‘&&’, ‘+’,
or ‘—’, we utilized regular expressions to split them into
separate data elements. (2) We created a mapping table that
connects the ‘Login’, ‘Email’, and ‘Name’ attributes of devel-
opers involved in the project. This table enabled us to perform
conversions effectively. In most cases, developers can obtain
their unique ‘Login’ based on the mapping table for a given
project. (3) If a developer cannot be successfully mapped
using the previous steps, we calculated the edit distance [25]
for ‘Login’, ‘Email’, and ‘Name’ attributes. We chose the
attribute with a shorter edit distance for mutual conversion.
(4) Despite the above processing steps, there may still be
approximately 1% of developers who cannot be identified
through the mapping. For these developers, we considered
them as other independent developers.

• Filtering out invalid interaction data. We identify that
some developers are invalid, and their interaction histories can
interfere with the recommendation task. To address this, we
removed the invalid interaction data related to three types of
developers: (1) Robot developers: In large OSS projects, there
are robots performing code testing and reviewing. We removed
data associated with developers whose type is listed as ‘Bot’
in the developer information. (2) Deregistered developers:
Historical review records of logged-out users can interfere
with the recommendation. GitHub’s API marks the status of
logged-out users as empty. Therefore, we deleted any data
where the developer information is empty. (3) Developers who
reviewed their own PRs: In most cases, PR creators were
directly involved in code changes. If creators also reviewed
their own PRs, their subjectivity could significantly impact
the quality of code reviews. Hence, we discarded code review
interaction data where the reviewer and the creator are the
same.

• Removing commit data with bulk file modifications.
When developers make modifications to source code, they
may end up modifying a significant number of files due
to changes in widely used classes or functions, as well as
folder renaming. While many of these modifications may be
insignificant, they can result in multiple interactions with these
files by committers, potentially impacting the effectiveness of
the reviewer recommendation. To mitigate this, we excluded
commit interaction histories where the number of modified
files equals or exceeds 100.

• Discarding data after PRs are merged. After PRs are
merged, it is common for developers to continue leaving com-
ments. However, since the merging of PRs signifies the end
of the review phase, the comments generated after the merge
become less relevant for code reviewer recommendations. As

a result, we discarded any relevant data that occurs after the
PR has been merged.
• Removing PRs without file modifications or review

history. To construct the hypergraph, it is crucial to consider
the value of the interaction data. Some PRs have not undergone
a review process, lack actual code changes, or do not involve
file submissions. These types of PRs include non-code changes
(such as documentation, comments, or README files), branch
merges (integrating changes between branches without explicit
file modifications), and collaborative discussions (primarily for
discussions and reviews without direct code modifications or
file submissions). The relationships captured in these types
of PRs are often distant and less informative. Therefore, we
excluded these PRs and their associated data.

After applying the aforementioned preprocessing steps, we
obtained the dataset, and its details are presented in Table I.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DATASET

Language Fork Star Project PR Commit Issue
comment

Review
comment

Review

C++

34.3 k 69.7 k Bitcoin 4544 11053 26587 22106 20088
14.7 k 108 k Electron 10163 23058 12053 15526 21050
55.3 k 69 k Opencv 3158 8452 5050 9886 8205
6.2 k 15.8 k XBMC 2789 5422 7378 8324 7760

JavaScript
43.4 k 208 k React 3167 8371 4661 6693 6773
23.6 k 88.3 k Angular 9095 17370 14737 29288 25883

Python 29.2 k 71 k Django 2861 4302 5892 11258 8262
PHP 9.1 k 28.4 k Symfony 7420 9814 16084 21689 25142
Ruby 21.1 k 52.9 k Rails 2812 4861 5029 7708 6793
Scala 3.2 k 14.1 k Scala 2365 4537 5398 5429 5866

total 48374 97240 102869 137907 135822

C. Experiment settings

We notice that different projects can exhibit varying num-
bers of PRs and levels of developer activity over time. For
instance, the Scala project received approximately 500 PRs
within a year, whereas the Electron project received a similar
number within just two months. Developers may also go
through periods of extended inactivity within a project. In
the case of the Django project, we identify a total of 1039
developers, with the majority showing short-term activity.
However, only 71 developers displayed a pattern of short-
term activity followed by a prolonged period of inactivity (one
year) before reengaging with the project. To account for these
variations, we divided the data into training and testing sets
on an annual basis. For example, the training set encompasses
the period from June 2018 to June 2019, while the testing set
consists of data from July 2019. This strategy enabled us to
generate 30 rounds of sliding training and testing data, with
each round representing a monthly interval, and calculate the
average performance as the final evaluation result.

To evaluate MIRRec, we compared this method with several
state-of-the-art code reviewer recommenders, which include:
(1) RevFinder [12], which recommends code reviewers

based on the similarity of the file path sets of PR modifications.
This approach aims to recommend code reviewers who have
expertise in handling PRs with similar file paths in historical
review records.



(2) cHRev [15], which scores candidate reviewers based
on their specific contributions like expertise, workload, and
frequency of past reviews.

(3) CN [18], which recommends developers with similar
interests as reviewers by constructing a social relation network
based on the interaction between PR creators and reviewers in
the review history.

(4) HGRec [22], which recommends reviewers using a
hypergraph-based approach that considers the interactions of
contributors and reviewers with PR, as well as the similarity
between PRs.

We select these baselines for the following reasons:
RevFinder and cHRev have frequently served as the basis
for comparison in many existing studies. CN adopts a graph
as the underlying model, while HGRec is the first to use a
hypergraph in the reviewer recommendation task. For these
baseline methods, we either made minimal modifications to
their source code to accommodate our dataset or reproduced
based on their research paper. We use Accuracy (ACC) and
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), which are commonly used
[26], to evaluate the performance of MIRRec. The replication
package of this study has been publicly available [27].

IV. RESULTS

A. Results for RQ1: Hyperparameters Study

Due to limited computational resources, we employ a greedy
search strategy to configure the parameters µ, K, and α. As for
the parameters a, b, c, and d, which play a role in the ranking
calculation after graph learning, we utilize a grid search
strategy to determine the optimal parameter combinations. The
specific details are outlined below:

• The hyperparameter µ ∈ [0, 1] is used to adjust the
impact of the standardized loss function and the empirical loss
function. Due to the high experimental cost of seeking the
optimal solution within a continuous value range, we conduct
experimental analysis on discrete values in steps of 0.1 within
the value range on different projects. Different values of µ have
varying impacts on the performance of MIRRec across differ-
ent projects. However, MIRRec consistently exhibits the same
trend across various projects, achieving optimal performance
when µ is 0.9. Figure 3 shows the change curves of the Top-
1~Top-5 and MRR of MIRRec on the projects of Scala and
React under different hyperparameter µ values1. Therefore,
we set the value of hyperparameterµ to 0.9 for subsequent
experiments.

• The parameter K represents the maximum number of con-
nections a PR can have in the PR-PR hyperedge. Having too
few connections can result in inadequate learning of higher-
order relationships between similar PRs and developers, while
too many connections can interfere with recommendations and
increase model training time. MIRRec aims to recommend a
list of reviewers (Top-1~Top-5) for PRs based on multiple

1Due to space limitations, we randomly selected several projects to demon-
strate the impact of various hyperparameters on the model

Fig. 3. ACC and MRR performance of MIRRec under different µ

interactions between PRs and developers. To obtain higher-
order relationships involving at least five reviewers through at
least five similar PRs, we set the hyperparameter K between
5 and 25 using a ‘trial-and-error’ approach to achieve optimal
recommendation performance.

Fig. 4. Training time and ACC performance of MIRRec under different K

As shown in Figure 4, the line data and column data
represent the model accuracy (Top-1) and training time under
different K values, respectively. Within the range of 5 to 10,
increasing K leads to improvements in both accuracy and
training time. However, when K exceeds 10, the model’s
accuracy on different projects fluctuates, with either a slight
improvement or significant decrease, while the training time
continues to rise. Thus, we ultimately determined 10 as
the optimal value for hyperparameter K and use it for
subsequent experiments.
• The parameter α represents the influence a reviewer poses

in a history review. To understand how different α settings
affect the performance of MIRRec, this article also adopted
a ‘trial-and-error’ method. We observe the ACC for different
projects at Top-1 to Top-5, and the coefficient of variation
[28] for ACC is consistently below 0.01, as shown in Table
II. This indicates that α has a limited overall impact on
the performance of MIRRec in different projects. Further
literature research reveals that many reviewer recommendation
methods based on interaction relationships use an empirical
value of 0.8 for α [22]. Therefore, we set α to 0.8 in our
subsequent experiments.

TABLE II
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION FOR ACC

Project Django React XBMC Scala Rails
Top-1 0.002390 0.004174 0.003025 0.009531 0.013636
Top-3 0.001733 0.003600 0.001658 0.003270 0.003438
Top-5 0.000753 0.002401 0.001199 0.000858 0.003369

• To explore the impact of four interaction relationships that
is, PR-Reviewers, PR-Committers, PR-Review Commenters,
and PR-Issue Commenters, on reviewer recommendation, we



TABLE III
MIRREC PERFORMANCE UNDER DIFFERENT WEIGHT COMBINATIONS(%)

a b c d ACC1 ACC3 ACC5 MRR1 MRR3 MRR5

1 1 1 1 46.5 80.3 90.4 46.5 61.7 64
2 1 1 1 46.7 80.4 90.6 46.7 61.9 64.3
3 1 1 1 47.2 80.3 90.8 47.2 62.2 64.6
4 1 1 1 47.1 79.7 90.7 47.1 62.0 64.5
5 1 1 1 47.4 80.2 90.8 47.4 62.3 64.7
1 2 1 1 46.2 80.1 90.4 46.2 61.4 63.8
2 2 1 1 47.1 79.9 90.6 47.1 62.1 64.6
3 2 1 1 48.0 80.0 90.7 48.0 62.5 65.0
4 2 1 1 47.6 80.0 90.6 47.6 62.4 64.8
5 2 1 1 47.6 80.1 90.9 47.6 62.4 64.9
1 3 1 1 45.0 80.9 89.7 45.0 60.9 63.0
2 3 1 1 46.8 80.4 90.6 46.8 61.9 64.3
3 3 1 1 48.1 80.2 90.2 48.1 62.6 65
4 3 1 1 48.3 80.3 91 48.3 62.7 65.2
5 3 1 1 48.1 79.9 90.8 48.1 62.5 65.0

conducted multiple experiments on the entire dataset based
on interaction relationship hypergraphs with different weight
combinations (a, b, c, d in (12)) to optimize performance.
Statistical analysis of the dataset reveals that over 75% of
developers who served as reviewers also served as committers.
In comparison, only 25% of developers who acted as issue
commenters have served as reviewers. Additionally, a sub-
stantial overlap was observed between reviewers and creators,
as well as between committers and reviewers. This suggests
that the PR-Reviewers and PR-Committers relationships exert
a more significant influence on the reviewer recommendation
compared to the other types of comment-related relationships.

Since there was no obvious way to obtain the optimal weight
combination, we conducted a pilot study through ‘trial and
error’ experiments. We found that the overall performance was
better when c:d≈1:1, Thus, we further conducted ‘trial and
error’ experiments with the premise of c:d=1:1, and finally
found that a: b: c: d=4:3:1:1 resulted in better model
performance. The partial results are shown in Table III.

Answer: The hyperparameter µ, K, α were set to 0.9,
10, 0.8, and a: b: c: d was set to 4:3:1:1 for MIRRec de-
termined by ’trial and error’ experiments, demonstrating
consistent and superior performance across projects.

B. Results for RQ2: Overall Performance Comparison

Table IV and V display the overall performance of MIRRec
and four baseline approaches on the dataset. In terms of ACC,

MIRRec outperforms most of the baselines on the majority of
projects. Across all projects, MIRRec consistently achieves
higher Top-1, Top-3, and Top-5 recommendation average
ACC metrics. Specifically, MIRRec outperforms RevFinder by
24.53%, 10.63%, and 6.45%, respectively; cHRev by 57.14%,
25.04%, and 14.56%; CN by 5.24%, 5.42%, and 4.60%; and
HGRec by 2.90%, 1.79%, and 1.08%. MRR is an indicator
that reflects the order of recommendation results. The larger
the MRR, the higher the average ranking of recommended real
code reviewers. Our results for MRR mirror those of ACC,
with MIRRec consistently leading the performance among
all the recommenders in this study. As shown in Table V,
MIRRec achieves, on average, 24.53%, 16.53%, and 14.91%
higher MRR values for Top-1, Top-3, and Top-5 compared to
RevFinder; 57.14%, 38.30%, and 33.55% higher than cHRev;
5.24%, 5.41%, and 5.36% higher than CN; and 2.90%, 2.27%,
and 2.01%higher than HGRec. These results demonstrate
that MIRRec can accurately recommend the first real
reviewers at a lower rank than the baselines, highlighting
its superior recommendation accuracy.

The potential reasons behind this phenomenon are summa-
rized as follows: (1) MIRRec, CN, and HGRec are graph-
based algorithms that excel at conducting feature learning for
developers and PRs by exploring explicit and implicit multi-
relationships, thereby significantly enhancing recommendation
accuracy. (2) Compared to graph-based methods, hypergraph-
based methods, such as HGRec and MIRRec, have distinct
advantages in capturing higher-order relationships between
nodes, leading to improved accuracy over graph-based meth-
ods like CN. Specifically, MIRRec is designed to capture
potential correlation features between PRs and reviewers in-
fluenced by multiple relationships. This makes it superior in
terms of accuracy compared to the HGRec method, which
only considers PR-Reviewer and PR-Contributor relationships
in interaction. (3) MIRRec learns the representation of de-
velopers and PRs through interaction and similarity relation-
ships. From the perspective of developers, MIRRec learns
their representation from the tasks (PRs) they interact with.
This is similar to how RevFinder learns developers’ expertise
from the similarity of file path sets in tasks, or how cHRev
learns developers’ expertise from their code files. However,

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF ACC ACROSS DIFFERENT METHODS (%)

Project RevFinder cHRev CN HGRec MIRRec
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5

Bitcoin 31.1 58.1 69.7 24.5 50.7 65.7 32.0 58.2 71.3 34.0 61.8 73.1 34.8 63.2 74.8
Electron 36.4 75.1 90.5 16.3 51.4 78.1 41.7 76.5 92.8 41.7 77.1 92.7 41.5 78 93.1
Opencv 58.9 83.5 90.9 47.7 75.6 84.1 69.4 88.1 92.8 65.3 88.8 94.8 68.8 89.8 95.5
XBMC 29.0 55.5 67.6 34.0 59.3 71.5 42.8 63.5 72.9 43.2 66.6 76.8 44.9 68.7 78.7
React 24.3 56.0 74.9 22.2 54.8 71.2 43.6 73.9 85.5 41.7 73.2 86.1 43.8 73.8 87.1
Angular 29.6 61.6 77.6 32.6 63.5 77.4 40.2 66.5 76.5 46.8 72.2 83.4 48.5 73.8 84.1
Django 46.9 79.3 87.6 36.0 69.5 81.6 57.0 77.8 85.1 59.1 81.7 87.9 59.9 81.9 88.1
Symfony 46.8 79.3 87.1 36.8 68.3 80.5 45.4 77.2 85.7 48.2 80.8 89.1 49.5 82.2 89.5
Rails 24.7 45.2 58.9 14.7 34.4 47.6 20.9 41.7 54.5 21.9 44.9 58.6 22.3 47.4 59.6
Scala 43.1 74.2 86.5 28.8 63.3 77.7 45.5 77.5 87.4 46.9 79.3 90.3 48.3 80.3 91.0
Average 37.1 66.8 79.1 29.4 59.1 73.5 43.9 70.1 80.5 44.9 72.6 83.3 46.2 73.9 84.2
Improve 24.53% 10.63% 6.45% 57.14% 25.04% 14.56% 5.24% 5.42% 4.60% 2.90% 1.79% 1.08% - - -
Note:‘Average’ indicates the mean performance across the entire dataset. ‘Improve’ signifies the degree to which MIRRec outperforms other
methods in terms of average performance. Bold indicates the optimal result, and three gray background colors, from light to dark, are used to
highlight the top three results (Third, Second, First) in terms of performance for Top-1, Top-3, and Top-5, respectively.



TABLE V
COMPARISON OF MRR ACROSS DIFFERENT METHODS (%)

Project RevFinder cHRev CN HGRec MIRRec
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5

Bitcoin 31.1 42.8 45.4 24.5 35.8 39.3 32.0 43.4 46.4 34.0 46.3 48.8 34.8 47.3 49.9
Electron 36.4 53.4 56.9 16.3 31.0 37.1 41.7 56.9 60.7 41.7 57.2 60.8 41.5 57.4 60.9
Opencv 58.9 70.3 71.9 47.7 60.0 62.0 69.4 77.8 78.9 65.3 76.1 77.5 68.8 78.2 79.6
XBMC 29.0 40.5 43.3 34.0 45.1 47.9 42.8 52.0 54.2 43.2 53.4 55.8 44.9 55.4 57.7
React 24.3 38.0 42.3 22.2 36.3 40.0 43.6 57 59.6 41.7 55.5 58.6 43.8 56.9 60
Angular 29.6 43.5 47.2 32.6 46.1 49.3 40.2 51.6 53.9 46.8 58.0 60.6 48.5 59.6 62.0
Django 46.9 61.8 63.8 36.0 50.8 53.6 57 66.2 67.9 59.1 69.5 70.9 59.9 70.0 71.4
Symfony 46.8 61.7 63.4 36.8 50.6 53.4 45.4 60.0 62.0 48.2 62.8 64.8 49.5 64.2 65.9
Rails 24.7 33.4 36.5 14.7 23.2 26.2 20.9 29.9 32.8 21.9 31.8 34.9 22.3 33.2 36
Scala 43.1 56.6 59.4 28.8 43.6 46.9 45.5 59.7 61.9 46.9 61.7 64.2 48.3 62.7 65.2
Average 37.1 50.2 53 29.4 42.3 45.6 43.9 55.5 57.8 44.9 57.2 59.7 46.2 58.5 60.9
Improve 24.53% 16.53% 14.91% 57.14% 38.30% 33.55% 5.24% 5.41% 5.36% 2.90% 2.27% 2.01% - - -

Note: ‘Average’, ‘Improve’, font and colors have the same meanings as in Table IV.

unlike cHRev and RevFinder, MIRRec can extract more useful
information and enhance feature learning by aggregating high-
order neighbors.

Answer: MIRRec outperforms the baselines in ACC and
MRR, demonstrating its accuracy and superiority in lever-
aging multi-relationships and higher-order connections
between developer and PR for recommendation.

C. Results for RQ3: Impact of Relations
To further investigate the impact of different hyper-

edges and the effectiveness of MIRRec based on the hy-
pergraph models constructed with different hyperedges, we

constructed several models by pruning the relationships,
including MIRRecct ic rc, MIRRecre ic rc, MIRRecre ct rc,
MIRRecre ct ic, MIRRecre ct, and MIRRecre ic, using the
weight combination setting mentioned above. The subscript
represents the partial interaction relationships used to construct
each model: re (PR-Reviewers), ct (PR-Committers), ic (PR-
Issue Commenters), and rc (PR-Review Commenters). It is
worth noting that we did not perform an ablation experiment
on the PR-creator relationship. The reason is that the creator is
the closest role to the PR compared to the reviewer and com-
menter, reflecting developers’ involvement and expertise in
the relevant domain of the PR under review. This observation

TABLE VI
ACC FOR VARIANTS OF MIRREC BASED ON DIFFERENT RELATIONS (%)

Project MIRRecct ic rc MIRRecre ic rc MIRRecre ct rc MIRRecre ct ic MIRRecre ct MIRRecre ic MIRRec
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5

Bitcoin 34.5 59.6 70.8 34.1 61.3 73.7 35.1 63.6 74.4 34.9 63.5 75.1 35.5 63.9 74.8 34.2 61.8 74.0 34.8 63.2 74.8
Electron 33.8 71.7 90.3 41.4 77.0 92.7 41.7 78.0 92.9 41.7 78.3 93.1 41.8 78.4 93.0 41.7 77.2 93.0 41.5 78.0 93.1
Opencv 61.7 88.8 94.4 67.9 89.7 95.1 67.5 89.6 95 68.8 89.7 95.5 68.1 89.7 95.1 68.4 89.7 95.1 68.8 89.8 95.5
XBMC 40.4 63.6 76.5 43.4 66.9 77.4 44.7 68.3 79.0 45.0 68.5 78.7 45.3 68.8 79.1 43.6 66.8 77.5 44.9 68.7 78.7
React 42.0 71.3 84.8 42.6 73.5 86.7 43.6 74.2 87.0 43.8 74.2 87.1 43.7 74.7 86.9 42.7 73.6 86.5 43.8 73.8 87.1
Angular 44.8 70.6 82.3 47.2 72.8 83.6 48.1 73.3 84.1 48.7 73.9 84.3 48.6 73.5 84.2 47.2 72.9 83.6 48.5 73.8 84.1
Django 58.9 80.2 86.4 59.8 81.8 87.9 60.0 81.8 88.1 60.2 81.9 88.0 60.2 81.9 88.2 59.6 82.0 87.9 59.9 81.9 88.1
Symfony 45.6 80.1 88.2 49.6 81.7 89.3 48.4 81.5 89.5 50.5 82.4 89.6 48.9 81.8 89.7 49.8 81.9 89.5 49.5 82.2 89.5
Rails 16.6 42.2 56.3 22.7 47.1 59.0 21.1 46.3 59.4 22.6 47.1 60.0 21.2 46.2 59.0 22.8 46.9 59.1 22.3 47.4 59.6
Scala 43.5 78.4 89.8 47.2 80.0 90.4 47.4 80.3 90.7 48.1 80.4 91.3 47.5 80.4 90.8 47.4 80.0 90.3 48.3 80.3 91.0
Average 42.2 70.7 82.0 45.6 73.2 83.6 45.8 73.7 84.0 46.4 74.0 84.3 46.1 73.9 84.1 45.7 73.3 83.7 46.2 73.9 84.2
Improve 9.48% 4.53% 2.68% 1.32% 0.96% 0.72% 0.87% 0.27% 0.24% -0.43% -0.14% -0.12% 0.22% - 0.12% 1.09% 0.82% 0.60% - - -

Note: ‘Average’, ‘Improve’, font and colors have the same meanings as in Table IV.

TABLE VII
MRR FOR VARIANTS OF MIRREC BASED ON DIFFERENT RELATIONS (%)

Project MIRRecct ic rc MIRRecre ic rc MIRRecre ct rc MIRRecre ct ic MIRRecre ct MIRRecre ic MIRRec
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5

Bitcoin 34.5 45.5 48.1 34.1 46.1 49.0 35.1 47.6 50.1 34.9 47.5 50.1 35.5 48.0 50.5 34.2 46.3 49.1 34.8 47.3 49.9
Electron 33.8 50.1 54.4 41.4 57.0 60.7 41.7 57.5 60.9 41.7 57.7 61.1 41.8 57.8 61.2 41.7 57.3 60.9 41.5 57.4 60.9
Opencv 61.7 74.0 75.3 67.9 77.8 79.0 67.5 77.6 78.9 68.8 78.3 79.6 68.1 77.9 79.1 68.4 78.0 79.3 68.8 78.2 79.6
XBMC 40.4 50.5 53.5 43.4 53.6 56.0 44.7 55.1 57.6 45.0 55.4 57.7 45.3 55.6 58.0 43.6 53.7 56.2 44.9 55.4 57.7
React 42.0 54.8 58.0 42.6 56.2 59.2 43.6 57.0 60.0 43.8 57.1 60.1 43.7 57.2 60.0 42.7 56.2 59.2 43.8 56.9 60.0
Angular 44.8 56.2 58.9 47.2 58.6 61.0 48.1 59.2 61.6 48.7 59.8 62.2 48.6 59.5 61.9 47.2 58.7 61.1 48.5 59.6 62.0
Django 58.9 68.4 69.8 59.8 69.8 71.2 60.0 70.0 71.4 60.2 70.1 71.5 60.2 70.1 71.5 59.6 69.8 71.2 59.9 70.0 71.4
Symfony 45.6 61.2 63.1 49.6 64.1 65.8 48.4 63.3 65.2 50.5 64.8 66.4 48.9 63.7 65.5 49.8 64.3 66.0 49.5 64.2 65.9
Rails 16.6 27.6 30.8 22.7 33.3 36.0 21.1 32.2 35.2 22.6 33.3 36.3 21.2 32.3 35.2 22.8 33.3 36.1 22.3 33.2 36.0
Scala 43.5 58.9 61.6 47.2 62.0 64.4 47.4 62.4 64.8 48.1 62.7 65.2 47.5 62.4 64.8 47.4 62.1 64.5 48.3 62.7 65.2
Avarage 42.2 54.7 57.4 45.6 57.9 60.2 45.8 58.2 60.6 46.4 58.7 61.0 46.1 58.5 60.8 45.7 58.0 60.4 46.2 58.5 60.9
Improve 9.48%6.95%6.10% 1.32%1.04%1.16% 0.87%0.52%0.50% -0.43% -0.34% -0.16% 0.22% - 0.16% 1.09%0.86% 0.83% - - -

Note: ‘Average’, ‘improve’, font and colors have the same meanings as in Table IV.



aligns with the phenomenon we discovered, that many creators
review their own created PRs, supporting the significance of
considering this relationship as fundamental. Tables VI and
VII display the performance of these models in terms of ACC
and MRR, respectively.

As shown in Table VI, MIRRec achieves an average Top-1
ACC that is approximately 9.48% higher than MIRRecct ic rc.
This reveals the significant impact of the re relationship on
recommendations, aligning with the regularity of recommen-
dation systems based on historical interactions. MIRRec also
slightly outperforms MIRRecre ic rc with an improvement of
1.32%, 0.96%, 0.72% for Top-1, Top-3, and Top-5, indicating
a positive influence from the ct relationship, likely due to its
ability to capture familiarity with PRs and potential developer
collaboration. While the ACC of MIRRec is slightly lower
than that of MIRRecre ct on certain projects, the average
ACC remains higher for MIRRec than for MIRRecre ct. This
suggests that the two comment relationships, ic and rc, may
have some potential positive impact but also carry the risk
of complex information disruptions. Additional experiments
with MIRRecre ct rc, MIRRecre ct ic, and MIRRecre ic also
confirm the potential risk of information interference.

Meanwhile, the performance of the MRR of these models
shows a high similar to the performance of ACC as Table VII
shows. From these results we can infer that ic usually plays a
positive role, while rc has a negative impact on some projects.
We speculate that this may be because rc is generated based
on re, and thus it may introduce some invalid or redundant
information on top of the already existing review interactions.
The relation ic, on the other hand, can somewhat capture
the potential review and collaboration possibilities of other
developers as opposed to the review comment relationship.
Therefore, we recommend using MIRRec without the rc
relationship as the optimal recommender.

We further analyze the statistics to find the potential reasons
for these phenomena. In the interaction data related to ct, ic,
re, and rc of the datasets, we observe that about 76% to 87%
of developers in the projects played only one role out of ct, ic,
and re. Moreover, 7% to 15% took on two of the four roles,
3% to 7% managed three of the four roles, and 2% to 7%
juggled all four roles simultaneously. It should be noted that
many developers who served as rc also took on other roles
within the project. In the Bitcoin, React, and Rails projects,
developers exclusively held the role of rc, and this accounted
for only about 1% of the total. This highlights the importance
of learning higher-order relationships between developers and
PRs from the interaction histories related to ct, ic, and re
data. However, it is important to note that the data from rc, in
addition to ct, ic, and re, can be considered redundant since
these three categories already encompass most of the rc data
in the projects. This redundancy may lead to overfitting.

Answer: The re relationship significantly influences rec-
ommendations, with ct and ic contributing positively,
while rc may introduce redundancy. This underscores

the importance of considering higher-order relationships
but also raises caution about potential overfitting due to
overlapping data, highlighting the need for meticulous
data analysis in recommendation systems.

V. THREATS TO VALIDAITY

External Validity. The evaluation experiments are con-
ducted on a dataset we constructed rather than on previously
publicly available datasets, such as the dataset introduced by
Rong et al. [22]. The reason is that the available datasets
released may not be sourced directly and lack specific re-
lationships. Consequently, obtaining the necessary multiplex
relational information proves unfeasible. While the projects
in our dataset may not represent all OSS projects, they
were selected based on predetermined criteria to ensure their
relevance and diversity. Furthermore, some of the projects
utilized have been referenced in previous studies and the data
is up-to-date. As part of our future work, we plan to expand
the evaluation to a wider range of projects, both open-source
and industrial.

Internal Validity. The internal validity of this work is
primarily related to data preprocessing, experiment setup, and
hyperparameter tuning. During data preprocessing, issues such
as inconsistent developer names and invalid identities were
addressed, which could have disrupted the accurate represen-
tation of interaction relationships. To mitigate these threats,
we applied various preprocessing techniques to construct the
dataset. In terms of experimental setup, we partitioned the
dataset into sliding training and testing subsets for multiple
rounds of experimentation, using average performance as
the evaluation metric. This approach helps mitigate threats
arising from varying data sample sizes due to different project
development velocities over time. Regarding hyperparameter
tuning, while it is challenging to determine optimal values
exhaustively, we conducted a series of ‘trial and error’ ex-
periments to identify suitable hyperparameters. This approach
effectively reduces the potential threats associated with sub-
optimal hyperparameters to a certain extent.

Construct Validity. MIRRec is a recommendation ap-
proach that focuses on relationship-aware reviewer recom-
mendations using a hypergraph of multiplex relationships. To
construct this hypergraph, we implemented a series of data
preprocessing steps to retain crucial information and minimize
the impact of redundant data, enhancing the interpretability of
our research findings. We evaluated the effectiveness of our
method by comparing it with four state-of-the-art baselines
using metrics such as ACC and MRR. In terms of workload as-
sessment for the recommended reviewers of MIRRec, we have
not delved into detailed discussions in this paper. However, we
provide specific results on the Recommendation Distribution
[22] of MIRRec and baseline methods in the replication pack-
age [27]. Our study results indicate that, while maintaining
excellent accuracy, MIRRec, in contrast to other baseline
methods, is more adept at considering the balanced distribution
of workload, thus providing more diverse recommendation
outcomes. The results from our ablation experiments further



underscore the efficacy of constructing a hypergraph based
on multiplex relationships. However, it is worth noting that
our approach relies on the actual reviewers assigned to tasks
as ground truth, without considering factors such as their
expertise, reputation, and workload. This limitation could
potentially lead to recommendations that may not always be
the most suitable.

Conclusion Validity. To ensure the validity of our con-
clusions, we followed a meticulous and systematic procedure
for experimentation and analysis. Our proposed method was
tested on ten OSS projects with rich interaction histories,
encompassing over 4.8K PRs and 47.3K interactions. We have
provided a clear elaboration of all the data used, which is
publicly available. This transparency enhances the reliability
of our conclusions, as they can be traced back to the original
data, allowing for replication by other researchers.

VI. RELATED WORK

Industry and academia have made great efforts in recom-
mending code reviewers [26] recently, and put forward many
approaches to select the appropriate reviewers.

As the necessity for expertise and prior knowledge in
code review, many studies have noted the importance of
recommending suitable reviewers, which can lead to faster
and higher quality software updates. For instance, Hannebauer
et al. [29] found that the code reviewers’ recommendation
algorithms based on review expertise outperform those based
solely on modification expertise. Asthana et al. [30] identified
potential reviewers by leveraging their past experience with
the files and directories involved in a code review. Fejzer et
al. [31] suggested reviewers based on the similarity between
developers’ expertise profiles and changes to be reviewed.
Rahman et al. [32] heuristically captured relevant cross-project
work history and specialized technologies used in a PR for re-
viewer recommendation. However, these methods made solely
based on developers’ individual qualities may result in a focus
on recommending core reviewers. In response to this, Rebai
et al. [33] formulated reviewer recommendation as a multi-
objective search problem by constructing an expertise model,
availability model, and a collaboration model to balance the
conflicting objectives of expertise, availability, and history of
collaborations. Some researchers [5] [34] employed multi-
objective search-based method to find the optimal reviewers
by balancing both expertise and workload.

Most of the reviewer recommenders that we know depend
on historical reviews information, and recommend developers
based on matrix factorization or collaborative filtering [35]
[36] [37]. For example, Chueshev et al. [37] introduced a
recommender-based approach for OSS projects, which uses
collaborative filtering to recommend regular reviewers and
expand their numbers from suitable developers. Some re-
searchers have acknowledged the value of additional informa-
tion in update changes to enhance reviewer recommendation.
Xia et al. [38] proposed a hybrid and incremental approach
to recommend code reviewers, combining text mining and

file location-based similarity measures between new and pre-
vious files. Ye et al. [39] proposed a multi-instance-based
deep neural network model that utilizes LSTM and CNN
to recommend reviewers for PRs based on information from
the PR title, commit message, and code changes. Li et al.
[40] proposed an approach to recommend code reviewers for
architecture violation issues based on the file path similarity of
code commits and the semantic similarity of review comments.
Jiang et al. [41] built approaches based on various attributes,
including activeness, text similarity, file similarity and social
relations to recommend commenters for PRs. Jiang et al.
[42] also developed a classifier based on SVM that considers
features such as file paths of modified codes, relationships
between contributors and core members, and the activeness of
core members to recommend core reviewers for PRs. While
these methods that utilize historical and change information
have been validated and successful, they may overlook capable
reviewers who have not interacted with these tasks before.

Another line of research focuses more on leveraging graph
techniques within the developers’ network [43] [44]. Liao et
al. [45] proposed a core-reviewer recommendation approach
that combines PR topic model with collaborators in the social
network. Ying et al. [19] constructed a graph connecting
incoming PRs with potential reviewers, using text similarity
of PRs and social relations among developers to identify
suitable reviewers, effectively considering developer expertise
and authority. Sülün et al. [20] introduced the ‘know-about’
metric to measure familiarity between developers and arti-
facts and utilized traceability graphs of software artifacts to
recommend reviewers for specific changes. Zhang et al. [46]
employed a graph convolutional neural network for reviewer
recommendation that leverages a socio-technical graph built
from the rich set of entities (developers, repositories, files,
PRs, work items, etc. Yu et al. [18] extended three typical
approaches based on machine learning, information retrieval,
and file location techniques to recommend reviewers to PRs.
They also proposed a hybrid approach that combines the
comment network with traditional approaches, achieving sig-
nificant improvement over the traditional methods. Rong et al.
[22] adopted the hypergraph to model high-order relationships
between PRs and developers, then recommended reviewers
based on the model. However, a common limitation of these is
that they do not sufficiently consider the complex interactions
between developers and tasks in the review process.

Key difference. In contrast to prior work, our objective
is to explore the multiplex relationships between developers
and PRs, as well as their high-order connectivities in the
review process, with the goal of providing more accurate
reviewer recommendations. Unlike previous studies, which
typically incorporate explicit historical review interactions
(PR-Reviewer) and task similarity (PR-PR) into their models,
and consider contributor interactions (eg. PR-Committer and
PR-Issue Commenter) as a single type relationship beyond
the review interaction. We take a different strategy treat these
relationships separately. While HGRec made an improvement
by using hypergraphs to model code reviews and the intricate



relationships among participants, our approach, MIRRec goes
further by measuring different hyperedges using multiple fac-
tors, including commit time, lines of code modified, comment
time, comment frequency, and the behavior recency of devel-
opers. Thus, emphasizing the depth and specificity of different
contributions. In summary, MIRRec places a stronger empha-
sis on advancing the understanding and learning the different
contributions of these complex relationships based on diverse
behaviors under different roles. The evaluation results on OSS
projects suggest that conducting an in-depth analysis of the
implications of various relations and hypergraph technique
contributes to the improved accuracy of recommendations.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose MIRRec, a novel relationship-
aware hypergraph-based approach for enhancing reviewer rec-
ommendation in OSS projects. MIRRec formally defines the
interaction relationships between developers and PRs and the
similarity relationship between PRs. It constructs a multiplex-
relationship hypergraph to model high-order relationships be-
tween developers and PRs. Comprehensive experiments con-
ducted on ten OSS projects indicate that MIRRec outperforms
state-of-the-art baselines. An ablation study was also carried
out to investigate the influence of different relationships on
reviewer recommendations, further validating the effectiveness
of the proposed method.

Our results reveal that the majority of developers engage
in separate types of interactions, including commits, reviews,
and issue comments, within the project. Some developers
exhibit at least two types of interaction behaviors, and the
majority of developers who contribute review comments also
participate in additional types of interactions. Only a tiny
percentage of developers exclusively participate in review
comment activities. Consequently, it is crucial to consider
relationships related to commits and issue comments alongside
the historical review interactions. It is worth noting that when
the recommender aims to comprehensively learn the poten-
tial high-order connectivity based on the additional review
comment behaviors, addressing the issue of data redundancy
leading to overfitting is necessary.

In the future, we aim to enhance MIRRec by incorporating
developers’ individual abilities such as expertise, response
quality, contributions, and impact into their representations.
Additionally, we plan to expand our evaluation to a wider
range of OSS projects and deploy MIRRec as a GitHub plugin
to conduct practical experiments with developers to assess its
effectiveness in reviewer recommendations.
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